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Keep aside LVMH’s voracious appetite for lustrous brands. Ignore its lust for luxury
houses not ready to tie the knot. The name of the luxury game now – as most non-luxury
retail giants know – is  economies of scale. And that is the back-story behind the planned
LVMH acquisition of Italian jeweler Bulgari.

While the world was eagerly watching the back-and-forth play between LVMH and its
current target, luxury leather goods maker Hermes, a deal was done with Bulgari to further
make Bernard Arnault’s empire the equivalent of Walmart for luxury. The larger that
LVMH gets, the more it squeezes from suppliers and vendors better pricing and terms for
raw materials and supplies, as well as enhanced clout for talent and for pushing product
quickly from factory floor to retail store.

“Economies of scale have become more critical in this day and age,” said Dalia Strum,
founder of Dalia Inc. and SocialFashion.com, New York.

“Thirty years ago, a luxury brand was developed through creation and production because
a major value-add was the limited quantities manufactured in a short period of time,” she
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said.

“Today, as a result of the downstream migration of value in distribution, the gain in
economies of scale in distribution largely prevails over creation or production.”

Latin love

The Bulgari purchase, an all-stock deal for $5.1 billion and two board seats for Bulgari
family, ensures that LVMH is the controlling 51 percent shareholder in the acquired maker
of high-end jewelry and watches.

All assurances have been given that the nature of the hitherto-family-run Bulgari retains the
same charm it did before falling into the maws of the world’s largest luxury
conglomerate.
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That said, it has taken less than three decades for the luxury industry to consolidate
beyond recognition.

Since Mr. Arnault set his sights on fine living for himself and others, he has gone on to
acquire 60-plus luxury brands such as Christian Dior, Louis Vuitton, Céline, Berluti, Donna
Karan, Marc Jacobs, Thomas Pink, Fendi, Emilio Pucci, Tag Heuer, Givenchy, Dom
Pérignon, Guerlain, Moët & Chandon, Hennessy and Krug.

In essence, LVMH’s acquisitive behavior has set off a rat race for the remaining luxury
houses in family hands, competing with France’s PPR and Switzerland’s Richemont to
add more jewels yet to the crown. LVMH’s recent purchase of a 20 percent interest in
Hermes – much to the latter’s chagrin – is a case in point.

“LVMH displays a lover-not-a-fighter mentality by incorporating their one-time rival
companies into their luxury portfolio,” Ms. Strum said.

“As LVMH holds a stake in almost every major luxury brand, their goal is to support their
portfolio companies to the best of their abilities,” she said.



“Unfortunately, we’re at the point where most luxury companies have hit scale, are mass
produced and are widely distributed.”

But why should Bulgari, which claims profitability and leadership in its watch and jewelry
markets, surrender independence?

“Money talks,” said Pam Danziger, president of Unity Marketing, Stevens, PA. “LVMH has a
lot of money, and it looks like they are very willing to spend it.”

However, Ms. Danziger said that LVMH cannot offer Bulgari back-end benefits other than
management.

“I don’t see this deal as having anything to do with economies of scale,” Ms. Danziger
said. “You’re talking about mass-retailing and mass-marketing, and that is not what luxury
is all about.

“What has made these luxury brands great are their vision and inspiration – not some
manager who knows how to read charts and graphs and manage money,” she said.

Monopoly  boardwalk
Ron Kurtz, president of Atlanta-based American Affluence Research Center, said the real
benefits that LVMH can provide Bulgari and all potential acquisitions are access to capital
and liquidity of investment.

“These are two major attractions for a privately-owned business to become a part of a
public company,” Mr. Kurtz said.

Christopher Ramey, president of Affluent Insights and chairman of The Luxury Marketing
Council Florida, said Bulgari reinforces the model that LVMH has created.
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“This acquisition is strategic,” Mr. Ramey said. “It helps them compete more efficiently
against Richemont.”

While lauding the soft-landing of Bulgari in safe LVMH hands, some observers are



concerned over the growing clout and even a situation where the big are getting bigger.

“LVMH has created their own luxury brand monopoly,” Dalia Inc.’s Ms. Strum said.

“This is great for any of their umbrella companies as they receive plenty of support and
advice from [LVMH],” she said. “However, this could also result in a future lockout of any
potential luxury companies looking to enter the market.”

Unity Marketing’s Ms. Danziger also had concerns.

“When I heard the news [of the Bulgari acquisition], my whole thinking is if all the luxury
brands in the world are owned by these huge conglomerates, I don’t think it’s  good for the
industry, consumers and luxury, as a whole,” Ms. Danziger said. “I think it is  taking away
the power of the vision.

“I think being privately held and answering to your own vision and inspiration is what true
luxury is,” she said.

Sweet nothings
While LVMH did not comment by press time, perhaps a lot can be gleaned by reading
between the lines of Mr. Arnault’s canned quote in a news release made public yesterday.
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“The alliance between my Group and the Bulgari Family is a perfect combination from all
points of view as we share the same culture in terms of respect for identity and roots of
the brands, quest for excellence, creativity and innovation,” Mr. Arnault said in the
prepared statement.

“As is the case with LVMH, the Bulgari Family shareholders are directly involved in
managing the company, they are entrepreneurs that know and excel in all aspects of the
business, from the creation of the product to after sales service,” he said.

“It is  for these reasons that we immediately understood each other and agreed on the way
we would work together. I am certain that our partnership will be greatly beneficial to
Bulgari as well as to the LVMH Group.”

So was that a message to the LVMH shareholders, Bulgari employees or to the real object
of Mr. Arnault’s desire – Hermes?



 

Final take
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